The quantitative distribution of the molecular abundances in the universe is a classical problem in astronomy, astrophysics and cosmo-chemistry. Astrophysicists are interested in determining the abundances of molecular species in order to: (1) Know the primordial composition of the solar system, and its relation to the past and present composition of the earth.
Introduction
The silicon sulphide molecule SiS, is of important astrophysical interest. It has been detected from celestial mater in the interstellar media through the radio line emission near the circumstellar envelope of a late-type carbon star [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . From Stark measurements of laboratory spectra, the spectroscopic constants, the permanent dipole moment, and the bond length of the ground state have been measured [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . A limited number of spectroscopic constants of the ground and few excited electronic states have been investigated theoretically by using different techniques [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . In 1952, the rotational analysis near the ultraviolet D 1 II-X l  + , has been studied by band Lagerqvist et al. [11] A number of perturbations has been found in the upper state, however it was challenging to determine the absolute numbering of the vibrational levels of the perturbing state. In 1961, Barrow et al. [14] carried out the rotational analysis of the E-X band system of SiS while Lakshman et al. [40] investigated the potential energy curves of three electronic state of SiS molecule and found their spectroscopic constants. Later on, Robbe et al. [32] computed the wave functions, SCF-CI energies, and spectroscopic constants of low-lying electronic states of SiS using ab-initio methods. The infrared vibration-rotation spectra of SiS molecule is still missing. Because of the astrophysical interest in SiS molecule and the lack of information about its highly excited electronic states, we calculate in the present work the spectroscopic constants, the potential energy curves (PECs) and dipole moment curves (DMCs) of 27 low lying electronic states for the molecules SiS by the ab intio method (CASSCF/MRCI +Q). Moreover, a further investigation of the different vibrational levels of some lowest bound states of SiS molecule was carried out via canonical function approach in which some of the necessary rovibrational constants are determined.
Computational Approach
The Complete Active Space Self Consistent Field (CASSCF) followed by Multireference Configuration Interaction (MRCI) method with Davidson correction (+Q) was employed in the present work in order to investigate the low-lying electronic states of the SiS molecule. This method is considered to be effective since it accounts for total electron correlation. The calculations have been performed accurately using the computational chemistry program MOLPRO [41] taking the advantage of the graphical user interface GABEDIT [42] . The 14 electrons of silicon atom (Si) are considered using the segmented basis set cc-pV5Z [43] being augmented by the diffuse function (aug-ccpV5Z) [44] for the 16 electrons of the sulfer atom (S). Thus, the 30 electrons have been explicitly considered in the CI calculations. The active space contains 4σ(Si: 4s, 3p0; S: 4s, 3p0) and 1π(Si:3p±1; S: 3p±) molecular orbitals in the C2v symmetry. This corresponds to 12 active orbitals distributed to irreducible representation a1, b1, b2 and a2 [4, 1, 1, 0].
Results and Discussion

Potential energy curves, dipole moment curves and the spectroscopic parameters
The investigated potential energy curves of 27 singlet and triplet states of SiS molecule have been investigated and plotted as a function of the internuclear distance in Figures (1-3 ). (1) 1  The repulsive section at small internuclear distance indicates the large coulomb force which originates from the overlap of electron clouds according to the Pauli Exclusion Principle. At large internuclear distance, the molecule reaches a constant asymptotic limit that expresses the dissociation of the molecule. The deep potential wells indicate the dominancy of attractive forces over the repulsive ones. While the dominancy of weak forces are justified by the shallow states of potential energy curves. The (1) 3  - A positive value of the dipole moment occurs when the center of charge of the electrons is closer to atom taken at the origin than the center of positive charge. But if the center of electron charge is closer to the atom along the positive direction than the center of positive charge, this leads to a negative value of dipole moment. In addition , the behavior of dipole moment curves indicate the covalent character of SiS molecule since most of the dipole moment curves tend to zero at large intenuclear distance which is the correct behavior of a molecule that dissociates into neutral fragments.The X 1  + state has a covalent character at the dissociation limit and a mixed character at smaller internuclear separations. The dipole moment curve (DMC) of this state presents a largest magnitude |μ|=2.38 a.u at R=1.24 Å. This covalent character of the ground state is confirmed by calculating the percentage ionic character using the formula fionic= . [45] where it is found to be = .
which correspond to 18.6%.
The spectroscopic constants of SiS molecule have been calculated for the bound states by fitting the calculated potential energy values of the investigated electronic states into a polynomial in terms of the internuclear distance at equilibrium Re. These calculated parameters are reported in Table 1 . However, the absence of these constants for some electronic states is due to the crossing or avoided crossing near the minima of these curves. Concerning the ground state, the values of the equilibrium length Re are compatible with those values reported previously with relative difference of 6.7 %. [11] In addition, the comparison of the values of harmonic frequency ωe shows an average relative difference [11, 32] . The rotational constant value in the present work is also compared with the values given in literature where the relative error is 12.3%≤ ΔBe/Be≤13.5%. A similar comparison is also obtained for the excited states and reported in Table 1 .
The Ro-vibrational Calculations
In order to induce different vibrational transitions, the vibrational rotational study of SiS molecule seems very important. Thus, the vibrational energy Ev, the rotational constant Bv, and the centrifugal distortion constant Dv for the ground and many excited electronic states of SiS have been calculated using the canonical functions approach [46] [47] [48] [49] and the cubic spline interpolation between each two consecutive points of the potential energy curves. Then the abscissas of the turning point Rmin and Rmax for each vibrational level were determined by using the calculated vibrational eigenvalues of energy and the potential energy curves of the investigated states. The vibrational constants corresponding to the ground state X 2  + , (3) 2  + , (2) 1 , and (1) 3  are reported in Tables (2-3 ). This approach fails in case of crossing, avoided crossing and for shallow states. The accuracy of our vibration-rotation calculations are checked by referring to the following spectroscopic formulas: 
Conclusion
In the present work, the ab initio calculations of the lowest singlet and triplet electronic states for SiS molecule were carried out where the PECs and DMCs of this molecule have been studied via MCSCF/MRCI technique. The dipole moments of the electronic states tend to zero at the dissociation limit which indicates that the SiS molecule dissociates into neutral fragments. The spectroscopic constants (Te, ωe, Be, Re, De) and the dipole moment have been calculated for most of the bound states.
Also, the iconicity calculation shows that the ground state has a covalent character around its equilibrium bond length where = 0.186 which correspond to 18.6%. A good agreement is achieved with our previously published work, using the same calculation method [47, 48] . The ro-vibrational constants (Ev, Bv, Dv) with the abscissas of turning points Rmin and Rmax have been obtained for different vibrational levels of the ground state and some low-lying electronic states by the mean of canonical function approach and cubic spline interpolation.
